This article considers the problem of determining whether the results of measurements at two different measurement times are equivalent. Quite often in an industrial quality assurance experiment, the goal is to provide evidence of equivalence, rather than difference. Although determining equivalence has long been a staple in biological and chemical applications, it is often useful in industrial situations, such as comparing the characteristics of products measured at different points in time, or produced using different formulations. Methods for assessing equivalence, however, are rarely taught to engineers and other scientists. The purpose of this article is to demonstrate a procedure for assessing equivalence, as well as to demonstrate the inappropriateness of a method commonly used in these situations. The authors suggest that equivalence testing methodology should be among the statistical tools at the disposal of quality and process control engineers.
INTRODUCTION
Determining equivalence between two parameters is frequently of interest in industrial applications, especially when evaluating product and process quality. One example concerns a product that is measured regarding a certain characteristic at different points in time, and it is of interest to determine if the measurements at these points in time yield equivalent information about the product. This article addresses the following problem: A particular type of adhesive tape is measured immediately after production and again 24 h later to observe adhesive properties. The question here is whether the measurements of the adhesive properties are equivalent at the two points in time. If there is evidence that these measurements are equivalent, resources can be saved by eliminating one of the measurement times.
Unfortunately, appropriate methods for determining equivalence are usually absent from the curriculum of statistics courses taught to engineers (1) , and the literature makes virtually no mention of these procedures. The result is that practitioners usually resort to ad hoc methods instead. The most common approach to assess evidence of equivalent means, for example, is to perform a test of the hypotheses versus ; and conclude "equivalence" if H0 is not rejected. In this article, we will first examine this standard testing approach and point out the problems with its use for assessing equivalence. Next, we will demonstrate a more appropriate method which uses confidence intervals to assess equivalence and demonstrate its use on the equivalence problem described.
COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR ASSESSING EQUIVALENCE Problem
In the manufacturing process of a certain type of adhesive tape, a sample of thickness measurements is taken immediately after production ("unconditioned") and another sample 24 h later ("conditioned"). If the results of these two samples tend to be "equivalent," then an argument could be made to eliminate one of the sampling episodes, saving time and resources.
Let be the mean thickness for tape samples measured immediately after production and be the mean thickness for tape samples measured 24 h after production. One hundred eight measurements taken immediately after production had a mean of 11.153 mils and standard deviation of 0.512 mils. One hundred seventy-two measurements taken 24 h after production yielded a mean thickness of 11.256 mils and a standard deviation of 0.651 mils. This sample information was to be used to determine if the mean thickness for unconditioned tape samples was equivalent to that for conditioned tape samples. Two possible methods of addressing this problem are considered: the standard hypothesis testing approach and the equivalence testing approach.
Standard Hypothesis Testing Approach
Test the hypotheses versus . If insufficient evidence exists to reject the null hypothesis, declare the two means to be "equivalent." Note that to declare the means equivalent involves the decision to "accept" the null hypothesis, and the probability of incorrectly accepting H0 (i.e., making a type II error) is unknown. Unfortunately, insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis is not the same as evidence that the null hypothesis is true.
It may be argued, however, that is not strictly required-only that (i.e., that and are "close enough" to be considered equivalent for practical purposes). Does that mean that this is a reasonable method for determining equivalence? The answer is No. It has been shown (2) that this method has the undesirable property of penalizing higher precision. In other words, a sample mean difference which is declared "equivalent" for a given sample size may be declared "not equivalent" for a larger sample size! This should not be surprising, because the standard testing procedure is set up to determine whether the sample evidence supports the alternative hypothesis. Thus, the method is merely behaving as it should if the observed difference were evidence of nonequivalence, rather than of equivalence: More precision should eventually lead to a conclusion that the means are different. However, this method is less than desirable if the goal is to establish equivalence.
Equivalence Testing Approach
The most common method for determining equivalence is an approach known as the two onesided tests (TOST) approach, generally attributed to Westlake (3) and Schuirmann (4) . First, determine an interval such that if , the means can be considered equivalent. Then, for a given significance level, declare the means equivalent if a 100
confidence interval for falls completely between and . Otherwise, conclude that the evidence is insufficient to declare the means equivalent. The method is computationally identical to testing the following sets of hypotheses:
To see this, consider the case in which the samples can be treated as independent random samples from Normally distributed populations with common variance. versus .
Because of this property, this method is often referred to as the "two one-sided tests" (TOST) procedure. Note that this has intuitive appeal immediately because, here, the evidence of the test will either support or fail to support that the means are equivalent. Thus, if the means are declared equivalent, the probability that this conclusion is false (now a type I error, or ) is known.
To illustrate this approach, we return to the problem of determining if the mean thickness of the adhesive tape at two different times can be considered equivalent. The specifications state that the means of these measurements can be considered equivalent if they differ by no more than 0. with 90% confidence. Because this interval satisfies the alternative hypothesis (i.e., the interval is contained entirely between 20.3 and 0.3), the null hypotheses can be rejected at the 5% significance level and the means can be declared equivalent. Thus, based on the sample evidence, one of the sampling times can be eliminated.
This same result would result from the standard testing approach as well, however. Because the interval includes 0, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. To see the advantage of the equivalence testing approach, suppose we had taken two equal sized samples of 200, instead of 108 and 172, respectively, with the same resulting sample statistics
With more precision, we should have even stronger evidence of equivalence, and, indeed, the 90% confidence interval now becomes which gives even more evidence to support equivalence because the interval is not only once again entirely contained between 20.3 and 0.3, but also is narrower than the previous interval. The standard testing approach, however, now concludes that the means are different, because the width of the interval has decreased and no longer includes 0. This contradictory behavior makes the standard testing approach undesirable for establishing equivalence.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TOST EQUIVALENCE TESTING METHOD
Suppose that it is desired to try to demonstrate that two population means are equivalent, and suppose that it can be assumed that can be considered equivalent as long as the difference between is no more than Implementation of the above-described method is as follows: 
Implementing the Equivalence Test Using Computer Software
Many statistical software packages, such as Minitab, SAS, SPSS, and so forth will compute a confidence interval to compare the means of two independent samples. In these cases, the method illustrated earlier can be implemented directly.
Other commonly used software, such as the Data Analysis ToolPak in Microsoft Excel, will not construct confidence intervals, but will only produce a p-value for a significance test. However, these p-values may be used to perform the equivalence test, using the fact that the equivalence test consists of two one-sided tests, both of which must be rejected at level .
Example
We will use a small hypothetical dataset to illustrate the equivalence test using Data Analysis ToolPak in Microsoft Excel. Suppose that data from the two samples are as follows:
and suppose that we determine that the population means are equivalent if the mean difference is no more than
Step 1. If the data are not already entered into columns of the spreadsheet, enter the data from the two samples into two spreadsheet columns. In this example, we might enter Step 3. In the resulting calculations, if the calculation corresponding to [P(T  t) one-tail] is less than 0.05 for both tests, then equivalence can be declared at significance level 0.05. Otherwise, equivalence cannot be concluded.
For the above data, the resulting calculations are as follows
Step 1: See Table 1 .
Step 2: See Table 2 .
Step 3: Because the p-values [P(T  t) one-tail], 0.027762 and 0.003772, are both less than 0.05, the population means can be declared equivalent.
FURTHER COMMENTS ON THE EQUIVALENCE TESTING PROCEDURE
An interesting property of the TOST method is that a confidence interval yields an size, not 2 size, test for equivalence (similarly, two -level one-tailed tests combine to produce an overall -level test). However, this property is only guaranteed for "equal-tailed" confidence intervals (5), so care must be taken to ensure that an "equal-tailed" confidence interval be used when testing for equivalence (i.e., as in the example, where a 90%
confidence interval was used to produce =0.05 level test). Berger and Hsu (5) recommend an alternative procedure which guarantees that the size of the test is , regardless of whether the confidence interval is equal tailed or not. However, most authors continue to recommend the use of the above-described method. Hauck and Anderson (6) argue that the TOST method is easily understood by nonstatisticians who do much of the analysis and interpretation of the analysis. Meredith and Heise (7) conclude that the method of Berger and Hsu "is of questionable practical value." The more important practical consideration is addressing the common error of equating lack of statistical significance with "no difference" (6) . The TOST procedure addresses this concern and provides an easy-to-implement and easy-to-interpret procedure for assessing equivalence.
DETERMINING EQUIVALENCE CONSTRAINTS
In the above illustrations, constraints were required for the equivalence testing approach, but not for the standard testing method. It might be argued, then, that this need for additional information would be a drawback to using the equivalence testing approach. However, we argue that determining the values , which define the equivalence constraints, is a practical problem that should be addressed by the experimenter regardless of the method used to help assess equivalence. Indeed, the introduction of a practical range which defines equivalence, could also be used to improve the standard testing approach. An approach that is sometimes used is as follows: If the null hypothesis is not rejected then estimate the power of the procedure to detect a difference in the means of at least . Then, declare the means equivalent only if this estimated power is sufficiently large (typically, power at least 0.80). Although this approach is better (i.e., more cautious), it does not relieve the inherent problem that the procedure is not designed to detect equivalence. Thus, the method still penalizes increased precision. In addition, estimating the power is difficult in many applied situations and involves uncertainty as well, because the true variance of the populations must be estimated from the data and, thus, the exact power of the test cannot be known. The equivalence testing approach is easier to implement and gives more reliable results. Regardless of the method employed, however, failure to address this issue adequately can result in meaningless or misleading results, as the presence or absence of statistical significance may or may not be sufficient evidence of practical significance.
CONCLUSION
Using the equivalence testing method described, it was determined that there was sufficient evidence at the 5% significance level that thickness measurements of the conditioned and unconditioned tape were equivalent. Thus, the decision was made to eliminate one of the testing episodes. The advantage of this method over the standard testing method is that the probability of incorrectly concluding "equivalence" (a type I error) is known (in this case, the probability is 0.05). Thus, more complete information is available, and engineers can have more confidence when recommending that a testing episode be eliminated.
Many situations arise in industrial quality assurance applications in which it is desired to demonstrate equivalence rather than difference. The equivalence testing approach described in this article is easy to implement in industrial applications and addresses correctly whether results are equivalent. Equivalence testing procedures should be used instead of the standard hypothesis testing approach whenever it is desired to determine equivalence.
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